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What is data?
&

What should we do with it?



Data:
Factual information (such as

measurements or statistics) used as
a basis for reasoning, discussion, or

calculation (Merriam-Webster)
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Goals:

(Fagerholm et al., 2021)



Explore

• Identify spatial
patterns with one
attribute at a time

• Compare distribution
across attributes

Explain
• Looking further into

data
• Looking more closely

at observations from
‘Explain’

• Find explanation for
observations by
further analysis

Predict

• See if any of the
observations are
generalizable to other
places or contexts

• Project observations
to predict future
situation



• The first analytical phase
• Explore typically involves descriptive and univariate

analysis of PPGIS data and generation of visual
outputs.

• The analysis are accomplished with basic GIS
software or with the help of the interactive analysis
tools provided by some online PPGIS services.

• An important part of Explore phase is also
assessment of spatial data quality through
validation.

Explore



Method categories:

• External and internal validation
• Descriptive and visual analysis











• the aim is to look more closely at observations from
the Explore phase to explain them by further
analysis

• The Explain phase combines spatial and non-spatial
PPGIS data with other GIS spatial data.

Explain



Method categories:

• Visual and overlay analysis
• Spatial pattern analysis
• Proximity and coexistence analysis
• Calculation of indices/measures
• Association analysis
• Cluster analysis











• the aim is to generalize and predict mapped
attributes to other places and contexts
(prediction) or produce a representation of a
system (model)

• this phase typically requires multiple data sources
Performing analysis in Predict/Model phase
requires in-depth expertise in applying GIS and
statistical software. Skills in computer coding may
also be necessary.

Predict



y

x

Data modelling









Thank you!

Kamyar.Hasanzadeh@aalto.fi



Read more:
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